Non-specific effects of vaccines or "off target effects" as they are sometimes called can be defined as effects of a vaccine beyond their intended target pathogen or disease. These effects can be beneficial as well as harmful. [1] [2] [3] The published evidence on non-specific effects of childhood vaccines remain confusing, so the linked systematic reviews by Higgins and colleagues (doi:10.1136/bmj.i5170) 4 and Kandasamy and colleagues (doi:10.1136/bmj.i5225) 5 looking at clinical and immunological non-specific effects are welcome.
The systematic reviews were commissioned by the WHO Strategic Advisory Group of Experts (SAGE) to decide if there was enough evidence to consider changes in scheduling or co-administration of certain vaccines. 6 It is important to emphasise that the systematic reviews were not intended or designed to assess if these vaccines are safe or should continue to be recommended for children. It is beyond debate that BCG, diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (DPT), and measles containing vaccines (MCV) are safe. These vaccines have saved the lives of millions of children. The reviews' findings must not be hijacked to argue against their recommended use.
Higgins and colleagues provide a comprehensive collation of available data from clinical trials and cohort and case-control studies on the impact of BCG, DPT, and MCV on non-specific and all cause mortality in children aged under 5. 4 Importantly, the authors used a robust assessment of risk of bias to evaluate all eligible studies and exclude those at "very high" risk of bias. Observational studies of vaccine effects are vulnerable to confounding-unwell children are less likely to be vaccinated-as well as misclassification bias of vaccination status.
These biases are directly relevant to the controversial finding that receipt of DPT could be associated with an increase in all cause mortality (relative risk 1.38, 95% confidence interval 0.92 to 2.08). 4 This figure must be interpreted with extreme caution as all 10 studies in the analysis were observational and classified as "high risk of bias." Most were from the same setting, limiting generalisability. Importantly, the authors found no randomised trial data on this association.
In contrast, what they did find were randomised trial data suggesting that BCG vaccine could reduce all cause mortality (relative risk 0.70, 95% confidence interval 0.49 to 1.01). 4 Clinical trials of MCV also suggested a possible protective effect against mortality, especially for girls, but the low numbers of deaths and short follow-up prevent confident conclusions.
Complementing the epidemiological review, Kandasamy and colleagues (doi:10.1136/bmj.i5225) reviewed evidence for non-specific immunological effects of BCG (48% of included papers), measles, MMR, DTP, DT, and pertussis vaccines. 5 The Achilles' heel of all such studies is that we do not have any established immunological markers for clinically relevant non-specific effects. This is reflected in the large number (143) of different immunological outcomes in the reviewed papers. 5 Meta-analysis of these heterogeneous studies wasn't possible, but a systematic review did find a trend of increased IFN-γ levels in BCG vaccinated individuals relative to unvaccinated controls. 5 Reviewed studies also reported lymphoproliferation in response to exposure to tetanus toxoid and Candida albicans antigen in people who had received measles vaccine. 5 Finally, DTP, DT, and pertussis vaccines were found to be capable of generating immune responses-lymphocyte proliferation and production of various cytokines-to heterologous antigens. 5 The actual relevance of these findings in relation to non-specific immunological effects of vaccines remains unclear.
Taken together, the two systematic reviews suggest that vaccines could have non-specific effects, but the evidence remains weak. After reviewing both studies, the WHO's expert group (SAGE) rightly concluded that there was no need to modify current vaccination schedules or policies.
